
Services

Technical Design Office
High level planning expertise.

By maintaining its own Technical Design Office, Implenia is able to 
develop project-specific innovations and dedicated solutions, as well as 
execution design together with construction services – and all from a 
single source. A team of highly experienced engineers and designers, 
working closely with the units that will actually do the work on site, 
develop optimum solutions designed to meet all the requirements in 
terms of quality, cost and timetable. The focus is always on the overall 
project and on the cost-effectiveness of the project.

Complex construction projects require 
project-specific, cost-effective and techni-
cally optimised design. Implenia’s Technical 
Design Office is an experienced design unit 
that covers the full spectrum of specialist 
civil engineering disciplines.

Site-specific design – 
successful project 
delivery.



Our range of services A selection of our reference projects

Structural engineering
• Structural calculations (including preliminary calculations)
• Quantity take-offs
• Drawings of all kinds (e.g. drawings for the tender and execution 

phase, reinforcement drawings including bending lists)
• Development of alternative proposals
• Settlement calculations
• Design of auxiliary structures (thrust frames, entry and exit seals, 

anti-flooding doors, etc.).
• Design of construction pits (coverings, retaining walls, bracing)

BIM
• Development of 3D CAD models
• Coordination with other units

Technical consulting
• Site support
• In-construction services

Design coordination/design management
• Design coordination
• Coordination of structural engineering and construction processes
• Design scheduling and verification
• Claim management
• Cost monitoring

Ship lift Niederfinow North (D)
Close collaboration between the 
site and the Technical Design 
Office allowed us to achieve the 
high precision required for this 
mechanical ship lift.

Norra Länken 12 road tunnel,
Stockholm (S) 
Close collaboration with the on-site 
design manager and the client was 
one of the keys to the successful 
cut and cover construction of this 
road tunnel, as was the timetable- 
and site-specific design.

TBM tunnel for the new U5 
subway line, Berlin (D) 
The Technical Design Office de-
monstrated its flair for innovation 
by designing the lining segments 
for the new U5 subway line in 
close coordination with the tunnel 
site managers. A dedicated design 
coordinator supported the work 
directly on site.

TBM tunnel, Malmö (S) 
Thanks to the internal design 
unit, the complex construction 
processes, involving shield driving 
and building the Triangeln railway 
station and cross tunnels, were 
meticulously designed and timeta-
bled; on-site design coordination 
included.
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Implenia Construction GmbH 
Infrastructure - Global Projects 
Landsberger Straße 290 a
80687 Munich
Germany

Munich +49 89 74817 175 
Mannheim +49 621 70014 428 
Cologne +49 2234 216 200 

tb.infrastructure@implenia.com

Knowledgeable.
Capable.
Cost-effective.

Overview of our services

Our Technical Design Office’s expertise ranges from tunnelling to 
temporary structures, steel construction, foundation engineering 
to bridge construction. The areas we currently work in include:

• Underground railway stations
• Cut and cover tunnels
• Bored tunnels

•  Shield driven tunnels
• Sequential tunnelling (NATM)

• Construction with the top-down method
• Hydraulic structures (locks, ship lifts)
• Power stations
• Heavy industrial construction
• Tunnel jacking, e.g. under railway lines
• Refurbishment of existing industrial structures
• Auxiliary construction measures

In addition, its proven network of leading engineering offices 
enables the Technical Design Office to meet exceptional capacity 
requirements and provide a comprehensive set of services under 
all circumstances.


